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DESCRIPTION
In the ethnographic literature on indigenous South American 
Indian populations, there may be a enormous frame of proof 
testifying to the significance of ethno astronomical beliefs. 
These beliefs, expressed with various levels of emphasis in my-
thology and ritual, endure witness to longstanding traditions 
of astronomical observations undertaken for quite a few pur-
poses, starting from the development of particular calendar 
structures to the manufacturing of symbols and metaphors for 
expressing enduring relationships that symbolize interactions 
among guys and women, social groups, human beings and an-
imals, and so forth. While there aren’t any universally shared 
astronomical symbols, numerous recurrent thematic styles 
emerge from a comparative have a look at of the approaches 
wherein extraordinary groupings of celestial our bodies are in-
terrelated with inside the mythology and ritualism of the An-
dean and Tropical Forest (Amazonian and Orinocoan) spiritual 
traditions.

Observed in some of foundation myths, specifically the ones 
wherein the foundation of people is concept to have passed 
off clearly concurrently with their separation into different—
however complementary—kinship or social classes A clean ex-
pression of the belief of the thematic patterning of members of 
the family in an astronomical mode is (e.g., siblings, spouses, 
clans, or moieties). The Apinagé of the Araguaya River of Brazil 
preserve that Sun created the 2 moieties and localized one (the 
Kolti moiety) in his personal northern 1/2 of  the round villag-
es even as leaving the other (the Kolre) together along with 
his sister, Moon, with inside the south. The Apinagé held cere-
monies directed to Sun all through the planting and harvesting 
periods, even as they invoked Moon to assist the vegetation 
mature. The pairing of Sun and Moon as, respectively, brother 
and sister is likewise observed a few of the Tapirapé and the 
Conibo. Among the Chiriguano, the Kogi, and the Inca, Sun 
and Moon are concurrently brother and sister and husband 
and wife. For the Xerente, who as soon as occupied numerous 

villages southeast of the Apinagé alongside the Tocantins Riv-
er, Sun and Moon are “companions” (i. e., neither siblings nor 
spouses), even though every is related to one of the  moieties.

Sun, who’s stated via way of means of all Xerente no matter 
their moiety association as “Our Creator,” communicated with 
the Siptato moiety thru a collection of intermediaries, together 
with Venus, Jupiter, the Belt of Orion, and okay Orionis; the 
intermediaries among Moon and the human beings of the 
Sdakra moiety are Mars, Carrion Vultures, and Seven Stars. 
Through the affiliation of Sun and Moon with related pairs of 
complementary, but regularly uneven and hierarchical, social 
categories (e.g., husband and wife, brother and sister, and the 
moieties), astronomical phenomena are made to take part with 
inside the system of classifying human society on the idea of 
essential dichotomies and processes (e.g., alliance and repro-
duction) that arise all through the herbal world. The members 
of the family among Sun and Moon function the “charter” for 
cosmic and social order all through the succession of the gen-
erations. Yet simply as necessarily as social order is hooked up 
and maintained inside every society via way of means of regu-
lations governing members of the family amongst exceptional 
businesses of human beings, the regulations are for all time 
being damaged and the proper order of factors momentarily 
threatened.

The inevitability of disease bobbing up from the violation of 
guidelines and prohibitions has its celestial reminder with 
inside the spots besmirching the face of the total moon. 
Throughout the mythological traditions of the tropical forest, 
the spots at the moon are normally related to incestuous fam-
ily members, specifically among brothers and sisters. In a nor-
mal instance of this theme, the Záparoan-talking tribes of the 
Marañón, Napo, and Pastaza rivers say that Moon turned into 
previously a person who, with inside the darkish of night time, 
had sexual sex together along with his sister. In order to per-
ceive her lover, the lady one night time smeared his face with 
genipa (a blue-black vegetable dye). Out of shame, the person 
went away to the sky and has become the moon, his genipa-in-
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cluded face being re exposed to the Záparo each month .Aso-
cial (incestuous) sexual family members can also additionally 
usually be as compared with unproductive sexual encounters, 
which can be anywhere signaled through menstruation. Among 
the modern-day Quechua of the Peruvian highlands, Sun (Inti) 
is male and Moon (Killa) is female; menses is called killa cha-
yamushan (“moon coming or arriving”). Sun and Moon also are 
regularly related to brightly coloured birds or with the plumage 
of such birds. For instance, the Trumai and the Paresí say that 
Sun is a ball or headdress of crimson parrot feathers, even as 
they perceive Moon as a group of yellow feathers. In the Záparo 
delusion mentioned above, the spouse of the incestuous guy 
who has become the moon turned into herself concurrently 
converted right into a night time fowl. And in a congeries of 
those numerous fowl snap shots and family members, the Ta-

pirapé of relevant Brazil, west of the Araguaya River; say that 
Moon turned into the sister of Sun and that the latter wears 
a headdress of crimson parrot feathers. Sun is stated to have 
slapped Moon’s face together along with his genipa-included 
hand due to her sexual misbehaviour. Moon turned into mar-
ried to a lifestyle hero who divided all birds into groups. Among 
the Tapirapé, the 2 men’s moieties are subdivided into 3 age 
grades, every of which includes the call of a fowl.
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